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I.

Abstract
Diffusers slow down the air entering the engines of supersonic aircraft to subsonic
speeds to avoid damaging the engine. They typically do this by inducing shock waves prior to
the engine inlet. In this report several diffuser geometries were modeled to cr eate oblique shock
waves to reduce air speed with less stagnation pressure losses and drag than normal shock
waves would create. These geometries include single ramp, double ramp, curved ramp, and a
double ramp cone with external ramp and channel. This was done in Ansys Fluent using a
refined mesh with an inflation layer along the diffuser surface. The CFD was run using a density
based solver coupled with a turbulent model and the resulting stagnation pressure losses, drag,
and boundary layer separation were compared.
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III.

Introduction and Theory
It is necessary to slow air flowing through the engine of a supersonic aircraft before it

reaches the fan and compressor blades of the engine. If the air flowing over the blades in the
engine was still supersonic, it would create shockwaves across the blades which would
generate oscillations that would damage the system. The role of diffusers is to create oblique
shockwaves that slow airflow to subsonic speeds before it enters the fan for the engine. Oblique
shockwaves are preferred because they create less pressure loss and drag throughout the
system and make the engine more efficient.
The two major geometries utilized in supersonic nozzle design are conic geometries and
ramp geometries. Conic inlets are the most common design for air breathing engines and are
axisymmetric in shape. Most conic diffusers force air to pass through a normal shockwave
within the diffuser to slow air to subsonic speeds before entering the engine. ( Alekhya) In
general conic diffusers have a cone placed before a passage that will create shockwaves within
the passage. The image below demonstrates a basic conic diffuser design. ( Alekhya)

Figure 1: Basic Conic Diffuser Design (Alekhya)
Ramp geometries are rectangular in shape and are designed to create multiple oblique
shockwaves throughout the diffuser to slow the flow of air to a subsonic velocity. (Hall) Usually
two ramps are used, the first creating the shockwaves that slow the air to subsonic speeds and

the second to increase the pressure of the air entering the engine. The image below
demonstrates a basic ramp diffuser design. (Alekhya)

Figure 2: Basic Ramp Diffuser Design (Alekhya)
The double ramp cone with external geometry that was focussed on for this research is
similar in design with existing ramjet designs for supersonic flights. Ramjets are less efficient at
lower Mach numbers, and reach maximum efficiency around Mach 3. (The Garret Corporation)
Ramjets also have very limited functionality at subsonic speeds and would require a different
source of propulsion for low speeds as it takes sufficiently high speeds to create the
compression necessary to generate thrust. An axisymmetric inlet similar to our design was used
for the A-12/YF-12/SR-71 series of Mach 3.0+ aircraft for external compression; however, that
inlet also incorporated internal supersonic compression to retain efficiency above Mach 2.0.
(Slater, J.)
The geometries analyzed for this project were a single ramp, a double ramp, a curved
ramp, and a double ramp cone with external geometry to form an inlet channel. The goal was to
model a diffuser that slows down the incoming flow in the most efficient way. Some parameter s
taken into consideration to establish whether or not a model was efficient were loss in
stagnation pressure, separation of boundary layer, and drag. Loss in stagnation pressure from
inlet of the diffuser to outlet of the diffuser can be used as a way to show the amount of losses
in the diffuser (Slater). Flow across a shockwave is not isentropic therefore the stagnation
pressure before and after the shock must be different (Oosthuizen). The less stagnation
pressure loss, the better the performance of the diffuser. Skin friction was also analyzed to

determine its contribution to drag and compare its contribution to the drag created by the
pressure drop. Separation of the boundary layer from the diffuser surface is not desired as it
leads to recirculation zones and decreases the amount of air flowing into the engine.
Parameters controlled included lengths and angles of ramps and for the last geometry, the
position of the external piece in relation to the central double ramp cone.
IV.

Modeling Process
Geometry
The diffuser geometries were created in DesignModeler. They were modeled in two
dimensions in the positive x-y plane. Additional lines were sketched and projected onto the
surface to split it into sections to create a more structured mesh. The initial geometr ies modeled
were planar and consisted of a single angle ramp, a double angle ramp, and a curved ramp.

Figure 3: Single Angle, Double Angle, And Curved Ramp Geometries
The results from these planar geometries were compared and further analysis of a
double angled axisymmetric cone with a single angle outer geometry was conducted. The
angles of the cone ramps and the outer ramp were changed as well as the vertical and
horizontal position of the outer geometry to see how the angles and location of the ramps
influenced the interactions of the oblique shock waves.

Figure 4: Example of Axisymmetric Double Angle Conical Diffuser Geometry and 3D
Model for Visualization
Mesh
Several meshing techniques were attempted to get the desired results. The goal was to
produce a structured mesh with an inflation layer along the diffuser surfaces to accurately show
the boundary layer. One technique was to use face meshing, a bias could be defined on each
edge of a face so that there could be a variation in element size. This allowed smaller elements
near the surface and larger elements away from the surface. The difference between the first
and last elements was either large, or the mesh was more refined than it needed to be and
significantly increased the computational time. An issue with this method was that an inflation
layer could not be used with face meshing. Another meshing technique used was to define an
inflation layer along the surfaces and then reduce the element size. The inflation layer was
defined using the first layer thickness option with the first layer height set to 0.001m and
maximum number of layers set to 20 and a growth rate of 1.1 so that there was a very small
difference in element size between the inflation layer and the rest of the mesh but the i nflation
layer was refined enough to accurately show the boundary layer and is shown in Figure 5
below. This allowed more control over the mesh away from the surface.

Figure 5: Inflation Layer Transition to Rest of Mesh
Setup
ANSYS Fluent was used to do a computational analysis of the different geometries.
Most of the analysis was done using a turbulent model, as most real world conditions would
have turbulent airflow. The model was density based because when flow is supersonic air is
compressible so density is not constant. An ideal gas model of air was used to account for the
variable density of the flow. The Spallart-Allmaras model was chosen to account for viscous
turbulent effects in the boundary layer. The Spallart-Allmaras model is a single equation model
that solves a modeled transport equation for the turbulent viscosity. In Fluent, this model uses
wall functions to describe the boundary layer interactions. (ANSYS Inc) For boundary
conditions, the inlet was set as a pressure far-field to be able to specify the inlet Mach number.
The outlet was set as a pressure outlet with no set Mach number to allow for the analysis of the
exit Mach number due to the geometry.
V.

Modeling Results
Single ramp
The mesh inflation layer and face meshing were kept consistent for every angle of the
single ramps, so the only difference between each ramp was the angle. An example of the
mesh used for the single ramp can be seen below.

Figure 6: Single Ramp Mesh
The single ramp geometries were analyzed at Mach 2, 4, and 6. With an increase in
Mach number the oblique shockwave created by the geometry became less pronounced. The
size of the oblique shockwave was proportional to the angle of the ramp, and the 20 degr ee
ramp had the largest shockwave with the largest drop in velocity. This is demonstrated in the
figures below.

Figure 7: Single Ramp Mach Number for 10, 16, and 20 Degree Ramps at Mach 2
The pressure drop caused by the shockwave was also proportional to the angle of the
ramp, with the 20 degree angle ramp having the largest pressure drop. This effect is
demonstrated in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Single Ramp Total Pressure for 10, 16, and 20 Degree Ramps at Mach 2
The skin friction for all three angles was virtually identical. The beginning of the ramp
marks the large dip in the friction coefficient.

Figure 9: Skin Friction Coefficient for a 10 degree Single Ramp

Double ramp
The double ramp mesh is similar to the single ramp, but has some un structured areas
around both ramps. The inflation layer remained the same with 20 layers and a growth rate of
1.1. The double ramp slows the air flow more than the single ramp, but it remains supersonic.
The pressure losses only occur close to the ramp walls.

Figure 10: Double Ramp - 10 and 16 Degrees

Figure 11: Close Up of Double Ramp Inflation Layer

Figure 12: Contours of Mach Number for 10 and 16 Degree Double Ramps

Figure 13: Contours of Total Pressure for 16 Degree Double Ramp

Figure 14: Close up of Contours of Total Pressure for 16 Degree Double Ramp

Figure 15: Plot of Skin Friction Coefficients for 16 Degree Double Ramp

Curved ramp
This geometry was made to be comparable to the modeled single and double ramp
geometries. The ramp deflects the flow at the same angle as each comparable single or double
ramp but instead of two flat surfaces coming together at a sharp corner (or two sharp corners)
the corner was rounded. This provides a more gradual change in flow direction. The geometry
was modeled for a 10 degree angle, a 16 degree angle, and a 20 degree angle.
The mesh for this model has an element size of 0.01m and an inflation layer with a
growth rate of 1.1 and a maximum of 40 layers. It is shown in Figure 16 below. The mesh was
generated the same way for all three angles.

Figure 16: Geometry and Mesh for Single Ramp Model

Figure 17: Close Up of Mesh Near Curve
For each angle, this setup was run with incoming flow at Mach 2, 4, and 6. As the initial
Mach number increased, the angle of the oblique shock wave decreased, and as angle
increased, Mach number after the oblique shock wave decreased, as shown below in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Contours of Mach Number for 10, 16, and 20 Degree Curved Ramps
With increasing angle, the drop in total pressure increased as shown below in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Contours of Total Pressure for 10, 16, and 20 Degree Curved Ramps
Skin friction coefficient started out at a little more than 0.0045 for each of the angles,
dropped to roughly 0.0020, then increased at the start of the curved ramp. For increasing ramp

angle, the skin friction coefficient increased more at the ramp, therefore the drag increased as
well.

Figure 20: Skin Friction Coefficient Plot for 10, 16, and 20 Degree Curved Ramps

Double Ramp Cone with External Geometry
10 Degree Double Ramp Cone
This geometry took the double ramp geometry analyzed earlier and added an external
ramp portion to create a channel to help slow the incoming air. The external ramp creates
another oblique shock wave that interacts with the ones created by the double ramp and reflects
in the channel. Variations of this geometry were explored by shifting the external portion with
respect to the double ramp portion. As before, the double ramp is made up of two equal angles,
the total of which being the angle the flow is ultimately deflected by and what is used to label the
figures below.
The mesh for this geometry was kept consistent across the variations of the design.
Each iteration has 20 inflation layers with a growth rate of 1.1 on the ramp and channel walls
and a face mesh. An example of the mesh used can be seen below.

Figure 21: 10 Degree Double angle Cone Mesh

The location of the outer geometry changed incrementally to judge the effect it had on
the shockwaves generated within the system. The ramp for the outer geometry was adjusted
along the x axis to align with either the beginning or end of the second ramp in the double ramp.
The ramp for the outer geometry was adjusted along the y axis in increments of 0.05 meters to
find at what point the system would begin to generate normal shockwaves. The total pressure,
Mach number, and skin friction coefficient were plotted for each case to determine which
geometry configuration would be most efficient for each double angle setup, as well as to
demonstrate the difference in efficiency between systems with normal shockwaves and oblique
shockwaves. The plots for the most efficient geometries as well as the geometries that
generated normal shockwaves can be found below in figure 22 through figure 34.

The first geometry tested had the beginning of the exterior geometry in line with the end
of the interior double ramp. The pressure drop is shown in figure 22 and the Mach number is
shown in figure 23. The height of this channel was 0.65 meters.

Figure 22: 10 Degree Double Angle Cone Total Pressure

Figure 23: 10 Degree Double Angle Cone Mach Number

The interaction of oblique shockwaves creates some boundary layer separation and
recirculation which lowers the overall efficiency of the design. Future models were adjusted to
try to limit the effects of vorticity. The vorticity of this 0.65 meter channel is shown below in
figure 24.

Figure 24: Vorticity After Shockwave
The skin friction coefficient for every geometry design was calculated to show how
friction impacts the efficiency of the design. Skin friction was largest where airflow began to
interact with the ramps. The skin friction coefficient for the 0.65 meter channel design is shown
below in figure 25.

Figure 25: Skin Friction Coefficient for 10 Degree Double Angle Cone
The distance between the outer and internal geometry was adjusted to attempt to make
the shockwave interactions slow the Mach number throughout the whole channel to be
subsonic. When the channel becomes too narrow it induces a normal shockwave. When the
external geometry begins at the end of the double ramp a normal shockwave was produced at
0.4 meters between the internal and external geometries. The total pressure, Mach numbers,
and skin friction for this geometry is shown below in figures 26, 27, and 28. This geometry does
effectively slow down flow in the channel to subsonic speeds, but the pressure losses are
significantly higher.

Figure 26: 10 Degree Angle Cone Normal Shockwave Total Pressure

Figure 27: 10 Degree Angle Cone Normal Shockwave Mach Number
The skin friction for this case was largest at the end of the ramp for the external
geometry where the shockwave takes a more oblique shape.

Figure 28: 10 Degree Angle Cone Normal Shockwave Skin Friction Coefficient
The external geometry was moved so that it begins in the middle of the double angle
ramp in order to increase the interaction of oblique shockwaves created by the double ramp and
oblique shockwaves created by the single ramp external geometry. The geometry with the least
pressure loss in this setup had a 0.65 meter channel. The total pressure, Mach number, and
skin friction are shown below in figures 29 through 31.

Figure 29: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Total Pressure

Figure 30: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Mach Number

Figure 31: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Skin Friction Coefficient
The beginnings of a normal shockwave forming were found when the channel was 0.4
meters wide. This did increase the pressure drop, but did not have a huge effect on the overall
efficiency of the design when compared to the 0.65 meter channel. The figures f or total
pressure, Mach number, and skin friction coefficient can be found in images 32 through 34.

Figure 32: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Total Pressure Beginning of Normal
Shockwave

Figure 33: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Mach Number Beginning of Normal
Shockwave

Figure 34: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Skin Friction Coefficient Beginning of
Normal Shockwave
When the width of the channel was reduced to 0.3 meters a very large normal
shockwave was formed before the external geometry. This created a huge vortex as well as a
very large pressure drop. The total pressure, Mach number, and skin friction coefficient can be
seen below in figures 35 through 37.

Figure 35: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Normal Shockwave Total Pressure

Figure 36: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Normal Shockwave Mach Number

Figure 37: 10 Degree Angle Cone Upper Wall Translation Normal Shockwave Skin Friction
Coefficient

16 Degree Double Angle Cones
For the 16 degree cone, the initial geometry aligned the external ramp with the second
internal geometry ramp with a channel diameter of 0.3m. This geometry created a normal shock
wave before the inlet which did not sufficiently slow the flow to subsonic and created large
pressure losses in the channel. Several geometries were attempted moving the external
geometry forward to align with the first ramp and increasing the channel height by increments of
0.05m. The most reasonable results were given by the external geometry aligned with the first
ramp and a channel height of 0.5m. This geometry creates oblique shocks in the channel which
slow the air flow close to subsonic and reduces the pressure losses.
Initial geometry:

Figure 38: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Mesh
Initial geometry of the 16 degree double ramp cone aligned the outer geometry with the second
ramp.

Figure 39: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Mach Contour
The initial geometry created a normal shock wave before the external geometry and did not
effectively slow the air flow to subsonic.

Figure 40: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Pressure Contour
The normal shock wave before the inlet significantly lowers the pressure in the channel.

Figure 41: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Velocity Vectors

Figure 42: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Velocity Vectors Close Up
Recirculation zones indicate separation of boundary layer which contributes to drag in the
channel.

Figure 43: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Skin Friction
Final geometry:

Figure 44: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Mesh

Figure 45: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Mach Contour
By moving the external geometry forward, an oblique shock wave is created in the inlet;
however the flow is still not sufficiently slowed to subsonic.

Figure 46: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Total Pressure Contour
The adjusted external geometry creates a much less significant drop in total pressure.

Figure 47: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Velocity Vectors

Figure 48: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Velocity Vectors

Figure 49: 16 Degree Double Angle Cone Skin Friction

20 Degree Double Angle Cones
This model has two 10 degree ramps to make up a 20 degree double angle ramp. The
external ramp was modeled at 10 degrees. Initially the point of the external geometry was
aligned with the start of the second ramp. This model was first run with a channel height of

0.5m. Oblique shock waves were produced and slowed down the flow, but it was still supersonic
at the end of the diffuser. This is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.5m Channel Contour of Mach Number
A recirculation zone formed along the diffuser surface after the double ramp. This
indicates a separation of the boundary layer from the surface and can be seen in Figure 51.

Figure 51: 20 Degree Double Angle Ramp 0.5m Channel Velocity Vectors

Stagnation pressure does decrease in the diffuser as expected however the contour in
Figure 52 shows that it is not a dramatic decrease.

Figure 52: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.5m Channel Contours of Total Pressure
The skin friction coefficient plot has a drastic dip that corresponds to the location right at the
beginning of the horizontal wall after the double ramp, where there is a recirculation zone. This
is shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.5m Channel Skin Friction Coefficient Plot

Next the channel height was reduced to 0.4m while everything else was kept the same.
This again produced two oblique shock waves that interact and reflect down the channel. The
airflow is reduced to approximately Mach 1 but does not become subsonic as shown in figure
54.

Figure 54: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.4m Channel Contours of Mach Number
The flow slows down along the surface directly after the double ramp, but there does not
appear to be a recirculation zone, shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: 20 Degree Ramp 0.4m Channel Velocity Vectors

Loss of stagnation pressure appears to be less than in the 0.5m channel model as
shown in figure 56.

Figure 56: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.4m Channel Contours of Total Pressure
The skin friction coefficient plot is very similar to that of the 0.5m channel model, however the
dip after the double ramp doesn’t go quite as low. This can be seen in Figure 57.

Figure 57: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.4m Channel Skin Friction Coefficient Plot

The channel height was further reduced to 0.3m in an attempt to reduce the Mach
number at the exit of the diffuser even more. This resulted in a large detached shock wave in
front of the external ramp that can be seen in figure 58. The Mach number in the channel
becomes approximately 1.

Figure 58: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.3m channel external in line with second ramp
Behind the shock wave a large recirculation zone is produced along the double ramp.
This can be seen in figure 59.

Figure 59: 20 Degree Ramp 0.3m Channel Velocity Vectors

The drop in stagnation pressure behind the detached shock wave is significantly greater
than in the models with wider channels. This can be seen in figure 60.

Figure 60: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.3m Channel Contours of Total Pressure
The skin friction coefficient dropped much lower along the double ramp compared to the last two
models. This is likely due to the large recirculation zone and can be viewed in Figure 61 below.

Figure 61: 20 Degree Double Angle Cone 0.3m Channel Skin Friction Coefficient Plot
VI.

Data Analysis
Models shown in this report thus far were run with an inlet Mach number of 2. The
purpose of a diffuser is to reduce the airflow speed to subsonic speeds, making the goal to
achieve a Mach number below 1 at the outlet of the diffuser. A Mach number of 1 has been
reached at the diffuser outlet but the entirety of the flow has not been reaching subsonic speeds
from oblique shockwaves alone.
The stagnation pressure loss was found by subtracting the total pressure at the outlet of
the diffuser from the total pressure at the inlet of the diffuser. To get the total pressure at the
outlet, the integral of total pressure over the outlet was taken (which gives Pascal/m^2) and
divided by the outlet area (m^2). The values for outlet and inlet pressure were dependent on
how the outlet and inlet are defined when creating named selections, which creates variations in
the data. To get more consistent data the outlet and inlet area definitions were redefined so all
models had the same setup.

Model

Figure # Total
Pressure at
Inlet (Pa)

Total
Pressure at
Outlet (Pa)

Loss of Total
Pressure
(Pa)

Percent
change in
pressure

10° 0.65m channel

22

691316.59

622951.98

68364.62

9.89

10° 0.4m channel

26

691316.36

546166.79

145149.57

20.99

10° 0.65m channel

29

691316.44

631899.65

59416.79

8.59

10° 0.4m channel

32

691316.36

631281.99

60034.37

8.68

10° 0.3m channel

35

691316.44

478350.93

212965.51

30.81

16° 0.3m channel

40

632429.38

468881.95

163547.43

25.86

16° 0.5m channel

46

691316.39

608507.23

82809.17

11.98

20° 0.5m channel

52

691316.62

620479.65

70836.97

10.25

20° 0.4m channel

56

691316.54

632137.47

59179.07

8.56

20° 0.3m channel

60

691316.54

468788.38

222528.16

32.19

Table 1: Pressure Losses
The geometries that produced oblique shock waves had much smaller total pressure
losses than those that produced normal shock waves.
Ultimately the skin friction coefficients and thus the drag caused by friction was fairly
similar across the different geometries. Models that had normal shockwaves experienced large
spikes in skin friction coefficient compared to those that only had obliq ue shockwaves.This
would imply that geometries that create normal shockwaves are less efficient for pressure and
friction based drag. Skin friction coefficient dipped to zero where there was boundary layer
separation. This was most apparent for geometries that produced normal shock waves that
resulted in large recirculation zones along the double ramp.
Inviscid Results from Fluent
The 20° double ramp with 0.4m channel model was run with the viscous model set to
inviscid instead of Spalart-Allmaras to show the effect of viscosity in the boundary layer. Figures

62 and 63 below show a side by side comparison of the inviscid and Spalart -allmaras Mach
number and total pressure results.

Figure 62: Contour of Mach Number Inviscid vs Turbulent

Figure 63: Contour of Total Pressure Inviscid vs Turbulent
The percent total pressure loss for the 20° 0.4m channel model run as inviscid was 4.86%,
making the difference in percent pressure loss between the inviscid and turbulent models
approximately 3.7%. Shock waves contribute to total losses more than viscous effects, however
viscous effects still contribute a meaningful amount.
Analytical Validation of Fluent Model
An analytical solution for a single ramp model was found using oblique shock wave
relations which were deduced from normal shock relations and accounted for wave angle by
using velocity components normal to the wave. This was done to show the validity of the fluent

model. For the single 10 degree ramp (𝛿=10°) model with an inlet Mach number of 2, the
oblique shock chart for 𝛾 = 1.4 (Oosthuizen) was used to find the angle of the oblique shock
wave 𝛽, which was approximately 39.3 degrees. Then the following equation ( Oosthuizen) was
used to calculate the ratio of pressure before the shock wave to pressure after the shock wave.

This pressure ratio came out to be 1.7055. The pressure ratio calculated from static pressures
found before and after the oblique shock wave in fluent was 1.6572. Next, equation 2
(Oosthuizen) was used to solve for Mach number after the oblique shock wave.

This resulted in a Mach number of 1.64. The Mach number after the oblique shock wave
obtained from fluent was 1.6393. The hand calculated results were close to the results from the
fluent models, confirming that the models produce acceptable results.

VII.

Conclusions
Of the final designs, the 20° double ramp with a 0.4m channel was the most effective at slowing
the airflow with minimal pressure losses. As shown in Table 1, the percent loss of pressure for
this design was the lowest at 8.56%. The airflow was slowed to just below Mach 1 and while it
was not fully subsonic in the channel, was the closest design to fully subsonic without major
pressure loss and significantly reduced boundary layer separation. Our models were validated
by calculating pressure ratio and Mach number using oblique shock wave relations and getting
results that were reasonably close to the corresponding fluent results. Viscous effects in the
boundary layer were shown to be important through a comparison of inviscid and turbulent
fluent results. Overall, the designs showed that normal shock waves were more effective at

reducing the speed of the airflow, but oblique shock waves were able to reduce the airflow with
significantly lower losses of pressure and boundary layer separation. Continued analysis would
allow further optimization of the designs to successfully reduce the airspeed to fully subsonic
throughout the channel with minimal pressure losses.
The most effective way to slow the flow of air through the engine at different Mach
numbers would be to have a variable inlet geometry. This would help eliminate drag due to
pressure loss during subsonic flight while also ensuring that the airflow is being sufficiently
slowed during supersonic flight. Adjusting the position of the cone in regards to the position of
the external geometry is the most feasible way to implement a variable geometry inlet, but
potentially developing a method of adjusting the angles of the cone and external geometry
during flight would allow for very efficient performance. Having the angles of the cone and
external geometry be adjustable would likely weaken the structure and comes with a variety of
manufacturing difficulties. Variable geometry inlets are more expensive to manufacture in
general due to requiring more components and they run the risk of mechanical failures that
could lead to engine damage.
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